Press release

+ 50 % RANGE EXPANSION FOR VALEO IGNITION COILS
Valeo Service - Saint Denis - June 2018 - As a leading global spare part supplier and global
Powertrain Specialist for more than 40 years, Valeo provides the Independent Aftermarket with
high quality ignition coils. Valeo fulfills its commitment to continuously extend the wide
product portfolio with a great range expansion of over 100 ignition coils. The Aftermarket
Specialist reinforces its one stop shop supplier positioning and helps distributors and their
network enhance and strengthen their portfolio.

The range is enriched by over 100 new references of which 60 ignition
pencil coils new references, 41 ignition compact coils new references and 6
ignition rail coils new references.
The offer now consists of more than 300 references covering all existing
technologies on the market.
In accordance with the new Valeo Service “We Care 4 You - Trust the
Specialist” strategy, aiming at providing a rich portfolio to ensure our
partners efficiency, the aftermarket specialist provides quality product for
users, availability for workshops and range width for distributors.
The range is now wider with
● 136 ignition compact coils
● 131 ignition pencil coils
●
31 ignition rail coils
●
8 ignition wet coils

Valeo Ignition Pencil Coil

High runner vehicle applications, from main car manufacturers for passenger cars:
Audi A3 ; Audi A4 ; BMW 1 series ; BMW 3 series ; BMW 5 series ; Chevrolet Cruze ; Chevrolet
Lacetti ; Citroen C3 ; Ford Fiesta ; Ford Focus ; Honda CR-V ; Hyundai Getz ; Kia Picanto ; Mazda
Mazda 2 ; Mazda Mazda 3 ; Mercedes Classe A ; Mercedes Classe C ; Mercedes Classe CLK ;
Mercedes Classe E ; Mercedes Classe SLK ; Mini MINI ; Mitsubishi Colt ; Nissan Micra ; Nissan Note
; Opel Meriva ; Peugeot 206 ; Peugeot 207 ; Renault Mégane ; Saab 9-3 ; Volkswagen Golf ;
Volkswagen New Beetle and many more.
Valeo is an automotive supplier, partner to all automakers worldwide. As a technology
company, Valeo proposes innovative products and systems that contribute to the reduction
of CO2 emissions and to the development of intuitive driving. In 2017, the Group generated
sales of 18.6 billion Euros and invested 12% of its original equipment sales in Research and
Development. At December 31, 2017, Valeo has 184 plants, 20 research centers, 35
development centers and 15 distribution platforms, and employs 111,600 people in 33
countries worldwide. Valeo is listed on the Paris stock exchange and is a member of the
CAC 40 index.
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